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Abstract
Integration of geophysical data with information such as from boreholes and expert domain knowledge is often performed

as cognitive or explicit geological modeling when generating deterministic geological models of the subsurface. However,

such cognitive geological models lack the ability to express the uncertainty of layer boundaries. To remedy the short-

comings of this strategy we propose a novel stochastic methodology combining the efforts of probabilistic data integration

and cognitive modeling. We treat geological interpretation points from the cognitive model as uncertain ‘‘soft’’ data. These

data are then combined with analogous geology in a probabilistic model. We test two ways of combining and sampling

from such a probabilistic model. Firstly, a high-entropy setup based on Gaussian distributions simulation. Secondly, lower

entropy (and conceivable more realistic) geological solutions are obtained from multiple-point geostatistics (MPS). We

apply both ways of solving the problem at a study site near Horsens, Denmark, where airborne transient electromagnetic

measurements, seismic data, and borehole information are available and interpreted in cognitive modeling. We explain the

complete framework for integrating the uncertain interpretations in geostatistical simulation. Results show that both the

Gaussian simulation and multiple-point geostatistical approach allows satisfactory simulations of uncertain geological

interpretations and are consistent with prior geological knowledge. Our results suggest that the number of uncertain data

points and their information content play a pivotal role in selecting the most appropriate simulation method for the given

framework. MPS simulations allow connectivity in scenarios with few data points due to the low entropy of the model.

When the number of soft data increases, Gaussian simulation is less prone to produce simulation artifacts, faster to apply,

and could be considered preferential to using MPS simulation.

Keywords Geostatistics � Gaussian simulation � MPS simulation � Uncertain continuous data � Simulation method selection

1 Introduction

Geoscience as any other scientific discipline relies on

gathering of information to describe and enable a deeper

understanding of processes that form the subsurface.

Sources of information usually vary from survey to survey.

In some cases, direct geological observations and mea-

surements (e.g. from boreholes or exposed geological

outcrops) are available. Direct observations are typically

far between due to physical constraints. Some interpolation

between direct observations is therefore needed to form a

bigger picture of the geology. Thus, geophysical data are

often collected to increase spatial information of geology

and aid the interpolation. These geophysical data are

commonly processed to produce geophysical images that
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are easy to interpret and form the basis for conceptual

geological understanding (Wellmann and Caumon 2018).

The goal of cognitive or explicit structural geological

modeling is then to integrate/interpret these multiple

sources of subsurface information with pre-existing geo-

logical knowledge into a combined model of interfaces

between geological units (Royse 2010). Examples of such

cognitive structural modeling to form 3D structural geo-

logical models can e.g. be found in Bosch et al. (2009),

Jørgensen et al. (2013, 2015), Oldenborger et al. (2014)

and Høyer et al. (2015, 2019). The popularity of the cog-

nitive approach may be attributed to the easy and intuitive

integration of geological knowledge (Wycisk et al. 2009;

Jørgensen et al. 2013).

Because only a single model is produced, it is difficult to

account for sources of uncertainty within the framework of

cognitive modeling. Uncertainties and biases are intro-

duced at all steps of the model creation. From uncertainties

on the measurements during the acquisition, through the

way the data is processed and finally in the combination

with other sources of information. Uncertainty also arise

due to spatial variability at unsampled locations. The

interpreter might also induce some subjective information

into the model (Wycisk et al. 2009; Bond 2015). Even

direct geological observations can have non-quantifiable

properties that instead need personal interpretation (Well-

mann and Caumon 2018). Accepting the presence of

uncertainty in the input information inevitably allows a

multitude of models to be reasonable representations of the

subsurface.

Within the field of geostatistics, different methods allow

the incorporation of such uncertainties. The results are

typically not analytically obtainable but can instead be

simulated as realizations through sampling procedures

(Journel and Huijbregts 1978; Journel 2002; Lantuéjoul

2002; Remy et al. 2009; Mariethoz et al. 2010; Chilès and

Delfiner 2012; Mariethoz and Lefebvre 2014; Laloy et al.

2017). There exist two main types of geostatistical simu-

lation methods: those based on two-point statistics, where

the statistical models are assumed as some variant of a

multivariate Gaussian model quantified by a mean and a

covariance, and those based on multiple-point statistics in

which higher-order statistics are inferred from an example

model, such as a training image (TI).

Gaussian simulation methods (Journel and Huijbregts

1978; Goovaerts 1997) are based on covariance functions

and semivariograms with correlations depending on the

separation between pairs of points in space. Gaussian

models can hence be described by an analytical expression

and are attributed to high-entropy, i.e. relatively low

information content (Shannon 1948; Journel and Zhang

2006; Hansen 2020). The more recently developed multi-

ple-point geostatistics (MPS) (Strebelle 2002; Mariethoz

et al. 2010; Rezaee et al. 2013; Mariethoz and Caers 2015;

Hansen et al. 2016; Hoffimann et al. 2017; Gravey and

Mariethoz 2020) makes connectivity of features possible,

which lowers information entropy. This has a great bene-

ficial impact on subsequent flow modeling and tends to

produce more geological realism (Mariethoz and Caers

2015). Kessler et al. (2013) for example showed better

reproduction of sand lens geometry using MPS than a

method based on high-entropy transition probabilities. The

process of acquiring such a TI is not always straightfor-

ward (Tahmasebi 2018) and the finite size plays a pivotal

role in how well the statistical model is reproduced in

simulations (Emery and Lantuéjoul 2014). A common

criticism of MPS is that TIs carry too much subjective

information, although choosing a Gaussian model is a

subjective choice in itself (Journel and Zhang 2006). Fur-

thermore, one also has to address issues of how well sim-

ulations from the TI are a reasonable representation of the

geology in question (Høyer et al. 2017). The issue of

quantifying representative geology is also present in the

Gaussian case (Li et al. 2015). Recent research involves the

inclusion of non-stationarity (Sabeti et al. 2017; Madsen

et al. 2020a) and multi-modality (Grana et al. 2017; De

Figueiredo et al. 2019) while maintaining a computation-

ally feasible problem (Zunino and Mosegaard 2019). MPS

simulations are usually more computationally expensive

than Gaussian simulation. However, with computational

power increasingly available over time, so is the utility of

MPS.

TI versus semivariogram based simulation has previ-

ously been discussed in the geoscientific community (see

e.g. Journel and Zhang 2006; Kessler et al. 2013; Li et al.

2015). With the separate advantages and disadvantages

offered by Gaussian and MPS simulation, it is currently

suggested that they should be viewed as complimentary

simulation strategies (Mariethoz 2018). These comparison

studies between Gaussian and MPS simulation are typically

based on synthetic data sets to make comparison of per-

formance easier. However, to our knowledge, few exam-

ples (e.g. Kessler et al. 2013) exist of solving a real-world

applied problem with both methods.

In the current study, we apply both Gaussian and MPS

simulation techniques to solve a specific problem of gen-

erating realizations of the depth to one interface separating

two geological units based on uncertain interpretation

points from a cognitive structural model. The structure of

the paper is as follows. First, in Sect. 2, we introduce the

data available and the modeling setup. In Sect. 3, we

introduce the two modeling techniques in detail. Then, in

Sect. 4, we create a base case with all available data. The

sensitivity of each method to data availability is evaluated

by decreasing the number of data used to condition the

results. Here two cases are used in which the conditioning
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data is chosen as a (1) random subset of available data, and

(2) a subset of the data with a local high gradient, repre-

senting potentially a more informed data subset. This

provides insights to the nature of picking interpretation

points within cognitive modeling and whether these points

can be chosen cleverly to better guide and inform geosta-

tistical simulations. When using Gaussian simulation we

propose to infer the properties of the Gaussian covariance

directly from the interpretation points, thus eliminating the

need for a TI or other ways of quantifying prior geological

information (Sect. 5). The case study (as discussed in

Sect. 6), therefore, presents, for the first time, a complete

framework for the steps needed to integrate uncertain

interpretation points within different geostatistical simula-

tion methods. Furthermore, it reveals insights into the

advantages and disadvantages of each simulation method

from an applied perspective.

2 Interpretation data

Cognitive geological modeling is the primary method used

for 2D and 3D interpretations of the subsurface in Denmark

(Jørgensen and Sandersen 2006; Sandersen et al. 2009;

Høyer et al. 2015). Recently, efforts in mapping the

hydrogeology of the substratum in Denmark also include

geostatistical simulation (Høyer et al. 2017; Barfod et al.

2018; Vilhelmsen et al. 2019; Madsen et al. 2020b). Here,

we focus on a study area situated just outside the town of

Horsens, Denmark (Fig. 1).

An interpreted cognitive geological 3D model from

geophysical (airborne electromagnetic and seismic reflec-

tion) data, borehole logs, and digital elevation maps exists

for the study area (Jørgensen et al. 2010; Møller and Jør-

gensen 2011). The data used in the cognitive modeling

study of Jørgensen et al. (2010) are available through the

geophysical database GERDA (Møller et al. 2009) and the

shallow borehole database JUPITER (Hansen and Pje-

tursson 2011). Glacial processes and their products,

including buried tunnel valleys, influence the subsurface of

the Horsens area. Buried tunnel valleys are elongated

structures formed by meltwater erosion underneath the

margins of ice-sheets during glaciations (e.g. Sandersen

and Jørgensen 2017). Such buried valleys are common

features in the Danish substratum both onshore and off-

shore (Huuse and Lykke-Andersen 2000; Stewart 2009;

Sandersen and Jørgensen 2017). In Denmark, the buried

valleys are incised into both Quaternary and Pre-Quater-

nary sediments and are filled with Quaternary deposits

(Sandersen and Jørgensen 2017). Once these buried valleys

are filled with younger material, the hydraulic properties

are in contrast to the underlying sediments (Sandersen and

Jørgensen 2012). Detailed mapping of buried valleys is

therefore of importance to determine flow paths in

groundwater aquifer systems (Refsgaard et al. 2012;

Andersen et al. 2013).

We focus here on the interpretation of the interface

between Quaternary sediments and the Paleogene clay

sediments underneath. In the following, we refer to these

interpretation points as our conditional data or simply data.

Data used in this study (Nd = 379) are shown at their

geographical location in Fig. 1 and in more detail on an

arbitrary grid in Fig. 2a. Each data point displays the ele-

vation of the interface in meters above sea level (m a.s.l.).

The interface spans roughly an interval between 0 m and

- 250 m and covers an area of approximately 40 km2

(5.6 km 9 7 km). By examining the data, three and pos-

sibly four buried valleys are visually identified. The buried

valleys mainly align in NW–SE trending elongated inci-

sions of lower elevation compared to the plateau. One

valley runs perpendicular (NE–SW) in the upper right

corner of Fig. 2a.

Each data point is attributed to a qualitative uncertainty

measure during the interpretation. The qualitative uncer-

tainty is expressed through three categories and is dis-

played in Fig. 2e. These qualitative assessments do not

discern between uncertainties on the coordinate, measure-

ment data, the existence of geological elements, etc.

Instead, they are based on the combined judgment of all

these factors by the interpreter. Uncertainties with category

1 are the most certain interpretations. Boreholes and elec-

tromagnetic data guide these points because airborne

electromagnetic data are very sensitive to the highly con-

ducting clays (Danielsen et al. 2003; Schamper et al. 2014).

This makes electromagnetic data well suited for mapping

buried valley structures in the Paleogene clay. The inter-

face is therefore well resolved at these points; hence, the

uncertainty is low in the upper right corner of the Horsens

area (see Fig. 2e). Interpretation points based on wells are

typically also attributed a low uncertainty (e.g. the sole

black dot at X = 3 and Y = 28 in Fig. 2e). Interpretations

based on seismic images and some places with shallow

depth of investigation of the airborne methods comprise the

second uncertainty category (pink dots in Fig. 2e). The

most uncertain data (yellow dots in Fig. 2e) are based

primarily on geological interpretation that are far from any

geophysical data or boreholes.

A normal distribution with zero mean and a specific

standard deviation for each category is assumed to repre-

sent interpretation uncertainty based on the interpreter’s

judgment. Figure 2f shows a graphical representation of

the attributed uncertainty for each category. The most

certain category consists mainly of electromagnetic mea-

surement points. Even though the method is very effective

at resolving the interface at the Paleogene clay, some

uncertainty is expected at these points due to the vertical
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grid cell spacing of 5 m. Including potential modeling/in-

version/measurement errors, a standard deviation of 2.5 m

is used to describe the uncertainty for category 1. The

seismic data available are of poor quality (low signal to

noise ratio). We assign category 2 with a standard devia-

tion of 8 m, due to uncertainties related to data quality and

depth conversion. Interpretation points of category 3 are

described as weakly documented with little data evidence,

weak knowledge on model formation, and big hetero-

geneity compared with the scale (Møller and Jørgensen

2011). A standard deviation of 12 m is chosen for these

points.

During the interpretation phase of cognitive modeling,

the geologist generally proceeds by considering nearby

data points that have been already interpreted. Some degree

of correlation between the uncertainties must therefore be

expected. For example, if the elevation of the interface is

set higher than its real value by the interpreter, adjacent

points are also likely to be set higher, which causes cor-

relation in the data uncertainty. We assume that these

correlations follow the structures of the data. Using a

spherical type semivariogram model, we compute the

likelihood for a set of ranges given the data and uncer-

tainties available (see Sect. 3.2 for details). The normalized

likelihoods are presented in Fig. 2d. For the full dataset, the

range of the correlation is likely around 3500 m. Because

we know the spatial dependency between the data points

and the semivariogram model, a covariance model is easily

computed. We construct a covariance matrix for all inter-

pretation points Cd;shape with sill = 1 m using the inferred

range. This covariance matrix is then scaled such that it has

the correct standard deviation for each interpretation point

as described above:

Cd ¼ Cd;std Cd;shape Cd;std ð1Þ

where the Cd;std (Nd 9 Nd) is a covariance matrix with the

standard deviations of each interpretation point along the

diagonal. The final Gaussian model for the elevation

uncertainty is described by the covariance matrix Cd

(Fig. 2g) calculated from Eq. 1 and a mean vector 0

Fig. 1 Overview of the study area displaying the location of data and training image
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(Nd 9 1) consisting of zeros. The values on the diagonal of

Cd refers to the variance of each individual interpretation

point whereas the off-diagonal values describe the corre-

lation between these variances.

3 Modeling strategies

The problem at hand is to simulate the location of the

continuous interface of the pre-Quarternary based on the

uncertain interpretation points in Fig. 2a. The simulation

grid, m, covers all data points in a grid of size [Nx, Ny]-

= [56, 70] with a grid cell size of 100 m 9 100 m. We

intend to describe the uncertainty of the interface. There-

fore, a simple interpolation does not suffice, as only a

single model is produced and data points themselves are

typically assumed certain. Instead, simulation is used to

generate multiple realizations of the depth to the interface.

3.1 Gaussian modeling

In Gaussian modeling, the correlations between model

parameters are described using semivariograms and

covariance functions. The underlying assumption is that the

model parameters m are distributed following a prior

Gaussian distribution N mprior;CM

� �
. In addition, infor-

mation about some of the model parameters is available

through the Gaussian data model N dobs;Cdð Þ (see above),

representing interpreted data. The conjunction of these two

Gaussian distributions is a ‘posterior’ Gaussian distribution

(Tarantola and Valette 1982). Realizations of the posterior

Gaussian distribution can be generated in a variety of ways.

One approach is to use linear least-squares inversion to

analytically compute the posterior Gaussian distribution

N ~m; ~CM

� �
as (Tarantola and Valette 1982; Omre 1987):

~CM ¼ GTC�1
d Gþ CM

� ��1 ð2Þ

~m ¼ mprior þ CMGT GCMGT þ Cd

� ��1
dobs �Gmprior

� �

ð3Þ

Fig. 2 a Overview of available interpretation points of elevation

(conditional data). b Reduced data set of 60 points based on gradients.

c Reduced data set of 60 randomly selected points. d Inference of

range from full data set (blue) and the reduced data sets (yellow and

red). e Attributed qualitative uncertainty category for each

interpretation point. Highest uncertainty (yellow) to lowest uncer-

tainty (black). f 1D representation of quantitative uncertainties in

elevation depending on the uncertainty category. g The covariance

matrix of data uncertainty
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where G is the linear forward operator. Because both

model parameters and data are elevations at certain loca-

tions, the forward operator G is a binary matrix (Nd 9 N)

with 1 where data coincides with the simulation grid.

Realizations of the final Gaussian distribution can be drawn

using e.g. Cholesky decomposition (Higham 2009). In the

outlined scenario of simulating the pre-Quarternary inter-

face the data and model parameters are both given in

elevation.

For our current problem with only N = Nx 9 Ny = 3920

model parameters, Cholesky realizations of the Gaussian

solution takes only a few milliseconds to compute and are

stable. However, larger system Cholesky decomposition

becomes too computationally demanding. For such prob-

lems, one can make use of sequential Gaussian simulation

(SGS) to generate Gaussian realizations (Alabert 1987;

Gómez-Hernández and Cassiraga 1994; Remy et al. 2009).

SGS involves solving a number of smaller least-squares/

kriging systems many times (one time per model parame-

ter), as opposed to using Eqs. 2 and 3 in which one big

least-squares system is solved once. Hence, SGS can

potentially be significantly faster for larger problems. If

simple kriging is utilized as part of the sequential Gaussian

simulation, one should obtain equivalent simulation results

as those obtained using linear least-squares followed by

Cholesky decompositions, as long as the used data neigh-

borhood is large enough (Gómez-Hernández and Cassiraga

1994; Emery and Peláez 2011; Nussbaumer et al. 2018).

3.2 Gaussian likelihood model

Using Gaussian simulation methods, one must choose the

mean mprior and covariance CM. Traditionally semivari-

ogram analysis can be used to infer the properties of the

covariance model from observed point data. This, however,

is only viable if the observed data are noise-free. In the

present case observed data are associated with uncertainty,

as described above. In this case one can use a Bayesian

approach to the inference of the parameters of the covari-

ance model. The following likelihood function describes

the (unnormalized) likelihood of a specific choice of

covariance model, CM, given the observed data, dobs, for a

system with linear forward operator G and a Gaussian

distributed prior N mprior;CM

� �
and data uncertainty

N 0;Cdð Þ (Hansen et al. 2015):

L ¼ 2pð ÞN GCMGT þ Cd

�� ��
� ��0:5

exp
�
� 1

2
dobs � Gmprior þ 0

� �� �T
GCMGT þ Cd

� ��1
:

dobs � Gmprior þ 0
� �� ��

ð4Þ

where :j j is the determinant. We choose to model CM as an

isotropic spherical type covariance model and thus the only

free parameters in CM are the range and the sill. We utilize

the data to infer the values and let the prior be defined in a

grid consisting only of the data points (not the entire

simulation domain). Thus, the linear forward operator G ¼
I is then a diagonal matrix consisting of ones. The

expression Gmprior þ 0 simplifies to our a priori expecta-

tion value for the data dprior and we can rewrite Eq. 4 as:

L ¼ 2pð ÞN CM þ Cdj j
� ��0:5

exp � 1

2
dobs � dprior

� �T
CM þ Cdð Þ�1 dobs � dprior

� �� �

ð5Þ

where the full log(LÞ is then given by:

logðLÞ ¼ �N

2
� N

2
logð2pÞ � log CM þ Cdj j

� 1

2
dobs � dprior

� �T
CM þ Cdð Þ�1 dobs � dprior

� �

ð6Þ

Minimizing Eq. 6 for, in this case, the range and sill,

will provide the optimal (most likely) choice of CM, given

the observed data with uncertainty.

3.3 MPS modeling

As for Gaussian based modeling, multiple algorithms exist

that allow sampling from MPS models, such as ENESIM

(Guardiano and Srivastava 1993), GENESIM (Hansen

et al. 2016), Direct Sampling (DS) (Mariethoz et al. 2010),

SNESIM (Strebelle 2002), IMPALA (Straubhaar et al.

2011), CCSIM (Tahmasebi et al. 2012), QS (Gravey and

Mariethoz 2020). For an extended review of MPS sampling

strategies and their drawbacks and benefits, the reader is

referred to Mariethoz and Caers (2015). All these algo-

rithms allow using a discrete training image, but only a

few, such as DS, CCSIM and QS, allow using a continuous

training image, as is needed here. In the following, we

make use of the Direct Sampling MPS algorithm (Mari-

ethoz et al. 2010) as implemented in DEESSE (Straubhaar

2019). The main reason for using DS is that it allows

simulation of continuous parameters and that it is widely

used.
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3.4 Prior information

Regardless of which method is used for simulation, a way

of describing our expectations about the system (prior

knowledge) needs to be quantified. For MPS this is done

via a TI. Here, we extract the pre-Quaternary Paleogene

clay surface from the common public hydrological model,

FOHM, in a region situated north and northwest of Aarhus

roughly 40 km from the study area (see Fig. 1). The

FOHM model is compiled from numerous cognitive

models constructed within the Danish national groundwater

mapping program (Thomsen et al. 2004) and covers the

entire Western Denmark (Arvidsen et al. 2020). The area

north of the city of Aarhus is, as the study site and the rest

of eastern Jutland, characterized by incised buried valleys

formed by Quaternary meltwater (Høyer et al. 2015). We

adopt this surface as the TI because the areas are geo-

graphically close, and we can expect that similar geological

processes shaped the landscape at both locations. More-

over, the analog region is interpreted through cognitive

modeling like the Horsens data.

Fig. 3 a TI displaying buried valley structures in the Paleogene clay

deposits from an area north and northwest of Aarhus. b The TI from

a scale corrected to match the elevation heights of data in Horsens.

c Experimental semivariogram of both unscaled and final TI along

with a fitted spherical type semivariogram. d Histograms of elevations

for the Horsens data and the two TIs plus 1D Gaussian distributions

with sample mean and standard deviation. The histograms are

normalized to probability. e Quantile–quantile plot of TI and data

values
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Figure 3a displays the extracted surface of the Paleo-

gene clay from the area near Aarhus (Fig. 1). TIs are in

essence an abstraction that should be infinitely large. For

practical purposes, TIs are understandably finite and their

size plays a role in the number of possible patterns to be

simulated. Although workarounds do exist to enhance the

number of possible patterns from a small training image, a

general rule of thumb is the larger the TI the better. The TI

is approximately 21 times larger than the simulation grid

from Horsens (black rectangle in Fig. 3a). Even though the

two areas display the same subsurface structures affected

by the same geological processes, the elevation of the

Paleogene clay is found much deeper in Horsens than north

and northwest of Aarhus as seen in Fig. 3a. To remedy this,

we scale the TI to match the elevations expected in Hors-

ens. The incised valleys with low elevation comprise about

20% of the TI whereas the remaining 80% lie as a smooth

‘‘plateau‘‘ at higher elevations. We compute the mean of

the highest 80% percent of elevations for the interpretation

points in the Horsens data. Then this mean is subtracted

from the elevations in the TI ensuring that the elevations of

the plateau in the TI match the values in Horsens. The

valleys in the TI are not incised as deep as in the data. We

further scale the values of the TI by multiplying with a

heuristic factor of 1.25 to remedy this problem. The final TI

used for the simulations is shown in Fig. 3b. Besides the

elevation difference, another downside is the non-station-

arity of the proposed TI. This is unfortunately a recurring

theme in MPS modeling since stratigraphic and structural

events lead to significant spatial variation (Strebelle 2012).

To enhance the statistical foundation for finding patterns in

the TI, we make use of scaling and rotation (Mariethoz

et al. 2010). By allowing rotation and scaling, the orien-

tation of the buried valleys in the TI becomes less impor-

tant as they can be recreated in any direction. This

improves vastly on the non-stationarity issue. Rotation and

scaling should also have a positive impact on verbose-

copying, wherein parts of the TI is recreated entirely within

the simulation domain, as the number of possible matches

increases (Mariethoz and Caers 2015).

For the Gaussian method, the prior information should

be provided by a Gaussian covariance model

N mprior;CM

� �
. We infer such a covariance matrix from the

TI using an experimental semivariogram (red curve in

Fig. 3c). A spherical semivariogram model is fitted based

on linear decreasing weighting with distance (black curve).

The fitted spherical model has a range of 2660 m and a sill

of 2080 m2 and shows a reasonable fit with the experi-

mental semivariogram. The fitted model shows a slight

tendency to overestimate the variance at lower ranges

while underestimating the larger ranges. Although larger

ranges are based on fewer samples, this misestimation

might indicate that Gaussian simulation based on this

semivariogram will tend to fail in reproducing longer

connected features.

A semivariogram analysis is also applied to the unscaled

TI for comparison (blue curve). The two models differ in

sill but show an identical range. This range is somewhat

smaller but comparable to the one inferred for the data in

Fig. 2d. We define a stationary mean vector mprior (N 9 1)

equal to the mean of the TI and construct a covariance

matrix CM from the semivariogram model of the TI. We

choose the TI for creating the covariance model instead of

the interpretation points in Horsens for two reasons. Firstly,

the TI represents independent information. Secondly, it

makes comparisons between Gaussian and MPS fairer as

both are then based on the TI information. The use of a

Gaussian covariance matrix to describe the spatial vari-

ability can partly be justified by the histogram of elevations

in the data and TI matching a 1D Gaussian distribution

based on their respective mean and standard deviation

(Fig. 3d). The Gaussian assumption mainly breaks down

for higher elevations as seen in the Q-Q plot (Fig. 3e). This

problem is less significant for the TI than the data. This

implies that the Paleogene clay surface could be described

by a Gaussian distribution and it can be misleading to base

normality tests solely on the data.

3.5 Unconditional (prior) realizations

From the prior information outlined in the previous section,

we simulate a set of 50 unconditional (prior) realizations.

Four resulting realizations are shown in Fig. 4 along with

the E-type and Std-type (mean and standard deviation for

each grid node respectively) for each prior/simulation

technique.

For MPS we test two sampling strategies with different

search radius to the visited node. The first scenario has a

small neighborhood (search radius = 5 nodes, 500 m). The

lower elevation in the unconditional realizations of the

MPS simulation with small neighborhood (Fig. 4g–j) does

not portray the buried valley structures outlined in the TI

very well. This is in accordance with what is expected for a

setup that only accounts for short range spatial correlations.

The reasoning for using a small neighborhood is that it can

be preferred over a larger neighborhood due to either

computational efficiency or its ability to loosen up incon-

sistencies between prior and conditional data (Vilhelmsen

et al. 2019). A large neighborhood (search radius = 30

nodes, 3000 m) that is able to represent the buried valleys

in the TI is also considered. The search radius covers more

or less the entire simulation and the unconditional real-

izations clearly rank superior to all other in terms of geo-

logical realism (Fig. 4m–p). The two neighborhood sizes
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hence represent end-member cases of MPS simulation. All

other algorithm parameters are identical between the two

strategies. A list of the relevant parameters in the config-

uration of DEESSE can be found in the Appendix Table 1.

3.6 A measure for delineating outliers
in the simulation results

The use of a limited neighborhood in the simulated fields is

often associated with the presence of artifacts in sequential

simulation methods (Meyer 2004; Mariethoz and Caers

2015; Nussbaumer et al. 2018). Considering the above, some

simulation artifacts are bound to arise even though our TI is

deemed a representative analog and we added rotation and

scaling. In terms of geology, we expect a relatively smooth

plateau in the Paleogene clay with sudden changes in ele-

vation due to the buried valley. As long as sudden elevation

changes are consistent with parts of the surrounding area, we

consider the simulation in accordance with our expectations.

We define an outlier as a sole point with a high contrast in

elevation to the surrounding nodes. In practice, an outlier is

identified by considering the eight adjacent nodes and cal-

culating the elevation difference to the center node. If the

absolute value of the contrast in elevation is higher than a

given threshold t for all adjacent points, the center node is

considered an outlier. An example of an outlier and the

adjacent nodes is shown in Fig. 5a.

Gaussian simulation is not supposed to have simulation

artifacts. Based on 50 Gaussian realizations we select the

maximum t value where no outliers are identified. Based on

this experiment, t = 32 m. Because this value is exceeded

in the absolute contrast between the center node and the

adjacent nodes, as shown in Fig. 5b, this simulation point is

classified as an outlier. In fact any t\ 40 would result in

the node being an outlier as seen in Fig. 5b. A more

sophisticated approach could also be implemented. For

instance, the current approach cannot take into account two

adjacent grid nodes that have a high contrast to the

remaining nodes. Those two points could potentially be

considered an artifact pair.

For all 50 unconditional realizations, a mean number of

outliers for the MPS simulations is calculated and shown in

Fig. 6. In the unconditional case, MPS simulation with the

small neighborhood leads to the most outliers. Due to the

lack of correlations over longer ranges, areas simulated

close to each other can have vastly different elevations.

When stitched together large gradients need to be obeyed

in the final iterations and outliers might occur close to

larger elevation contours as seen in e.g. Figure 4j. In

contrast, the MPS simulation with the large neighborhood

show very few (\ 0.2) outliers on average. This confirms

that not only is MPS with a large neighborhood able to

produce the geological realism needed but also simulate the

most coherent when no data is available.

Fig. 4 Unconditional realizations from different prior distributions.

Mean (E-type) and standard deviation (Std-type) of 50 realizations

shown in the right. Top row: Gaussian simulations. Second row:

simulations from MPS with small neighborhood. Third row: simu-

lations from MPS with large neighborhood. The cyan circles represent

outliers
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4 Conditioning to data

4.1 Handling correlated data uncertainty

The correlated data uncertainty is handled differently

within each simulation method. For Gaussian simulation

we solve the analytical expression with Cd as described in

Eqs. 2 and 3. Handling uncertain data in MPS simulations

is usually done straightforwardly by aggregating the

probability of getting certain values with the conditional

value found in the TI (Mariethoz and Caers 2015). In

practice, for MPS simulation with discrete categories, each

data point is provided a normalized probability for each

category that should sum to one over all categories. Sim-

ilarly, for continuous simulation, the array of possible

values is discretized into a set of ranges with an attributed

probability. This strategy of handling uncertain data is

implemented in DEESSE. In the current setup, we would

need to discretize the elevations of the interface into

probability classes using a 1D Gaussian distribution for all

data points. However, it is computationally impractical, if

not impossible, to discretize the spectrum of possible ele-

vations sufficiently small enough to portray the 1D Gaus-

sian distribution at different depths. In addition, simulation

using a random path, tends to ignore uncertain information

in MPS when it is sparsely available as here (Hansen et al.

2018). Finally, DEESSE, as many other MPS simulations,

does not handle non-collocated uncertain data points. The

latter two issues usually lead to the uncertain information

being downplayed or sometimes neglected in the final

realizations (Høyer et al. 2017; Hansen et al. 2018). To

remedy this, we therefore suggest to draw realizations from

the Gaussian data model N dobs;Cdð Þ using Cholesky

decomposition. Subsequently, these realizations can act as

already simulated (hard) data before the start of each

realization. This strategy is computationally inexpensive as

a realization only requires Cholesky decomposition of a

Nd 9 Nd matrix. Furthermore, it forces data uncertainties

to be Gaussian even for the MPS case. We strongly suggest

the implementation of better approaches and a further

Fig. 5 Example of an outlier as defined in the current work. a Zoom in on an outlier found in Fig. 4m. The white rectangle marks the outlier node

and the yellow rectangle marks the adjacent nodes. b The absolute difference between the center node and the adjacent nodes from a

Fig. 6 Bar chart showing

average number of outliers in 50

MPS realizations with a t = 32.

Blue: small neighborhood,

yellow: large neighborhood.

The results are grouped by

experiment. Each experiment

consists of different data

amount and selection strategy

(see Fig. 2b, c). Ranging from

using all available data points

(left) to the unconditional

simulations (right)
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investigation of handling correlated uncertainties in MPS

simulation of continuous fields.

We establish a base case using all available uncertain

data as seen in Fig. 2a. The simulation results for the base

case are displayed in Fig. 7 with the same configuration as

in Fig. 4. The buried valley structures outlined in the data

are well represented as coherent geological structures in all

realizations. Small-scale variability is the major difference

between the Gaussian and MPS results. The Gaussian

method will naturally show variability on smaller scales,

especially for a spherical type semivariogram model

compared with e.g. a Gaussian type (Journel and Huijbregts

1978). The MPS simulations meanwhile are representa-

tions from the statistical properties of the TI, which show

minuscule small-scale variability. Figure 8 show two pro-

files, one trending east-west and the other north-south. The

small-scale variability is clearly seen in both profiles of the

Gaussian simulations (yellow) as opposed to the MPS

simulations (red and blue).

The E-type (Fig. 7) of all three strategies reveal a

strikingly similar response due to the excess amount of data

available. As expected, the Gaussian simulation show

increasing standard deviation with distance to the data

points. This trend is also clearly present in the variability

between the individual realizations in Fig. 8. The pattern of

lower variance for category 1 uncertainties is honored

(compare Fig. 7f with Fig. 2e). The prior variance of the

uncertain data points is honored as seen by the realizations

staying within two times the standard deviation from the

interpretation point in Fig. 8, which is unsurprising for

MPS as these points are presimulated and placed as hard

data. In the MPS cases, the larger standard deviations are

found along the edges of the buried valley tunnels. Because

the uncertainty in MPS simulations follows structures, it

probably represents the uncertainty of the geologist who

provided the interpretation points better than the uncer-

tainty estimates obtained using the Gaussian approach.

Since MPS is superior to Gaussian methods at creating

elongated coherent structures, this is in accordance with

expectations. In contrast to the Gaussian methods, standard

deviations of points near data can still be very high using

the MPS methods. These data points are difficult to

incorporate in the realizations. In general, we consider the

STD-type more informative in the MPS case than for

Gaussian. For the MPS case, the uncertainty is related to

the edge of the buried valley and not whether it exists or

not.

From these results it is difficult to claim one simulation

strategy better than the other. If the TI is deemed our best

estimate on how the geological system should behave, then

the MPS rank superior due to the lack of small-scale

variability. However, the TI is generated with a smooth

interpolation scheme and sought-after small-scale vari-

ability is therefore not present. In terms of producing

Fig. 7 Realizations from different posterior distributions based on the

full data set (base case). Mean (E-type) and standard deviation (Std-

type) of 50 realizations shown in the right. Top row: Gaussian

simulations. Second row: simulations from MPS with small neigh-

borhood. Third row: simulations from MPS with large neighborhood.

The cyan circles represent outliers
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outliers (Fig. 6), the biggest change between the base case

and the unconditional realizations is the reversal of the

trend in outliers found in the MPS realizations. The small

neighborhood now produces very few outliers because of

all the large-scale patterns are already in place from the

data. The lower ranges of the small neighborhood make it a

very consistent prior with the data. Conversely, the prior

information from the large neighborhoods are prone to

produce more outliers than the small neighborhood because

of inconsistencies at longer correlation length and the big

amount of data. In other words, the low entropy prior

information provided in MPS with large neighborhoods is

potentially difficult to match if the information is slightly

inconsistent. In the current MPS setup a maximum of 15

conditional points is used at each iteration within each

simulation (see ‘‘Appendix’’). For a higher number, pos-

sible inconsistencies between the prior and data would

become even more noticeable.

Fig. 8 Profiles of five conditional realizations using the full data set
(base case). a East–west profile at Y = 20. b South-north profile at X

= 21. The thick lines represent the mean value of 50 realizations from

the base case. The black dots represent the data (large dot) and two

times the standard deviation (small dots) for each point respectively
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4.2 Simulations with reduced data sets

The data coverage from geological interpretation is dense

as shown in Fig. 2 and the choice of geostatistical simu-

lation technique is less important as all methods produce

reasonable results in the base case (Fig. 7). Placing inter-

pretation points in cognitive geological modeling is time-

consuming. Limiting the number of data points necessary

in the interpretation phase would make geological cogni-

tive modeling more feasible for larger systems. An impact

of reduced data is to be expected, but how much does

limiting the number of data points affect the results?

Usually, the spatial coverage of interpretation points is

homogeneous as is also the case for the Horsens data.

Geologists likely tend towards evenly spreading interpre-

tation points to make sure that all areas are informed.

Traditionally, the structural information between interpre-

tation points are kriged or otherwise smoothly interpolated.

Some data points may also be included to support the

interpolation routine and not be directly geologically rel-

evant per se. In the end, some interpretation points may

carry more information for the final realizations than others

may. In the following, we assume that only fewer data

points are available and test whether developing a strategy

for placing interpretation points is worthwhile. The full

number of Nd = 379 data set is reduced to both Nd = 60

(Fig. 2b, c) data points and an extreme case of only Nd-

= 12 points.

Since the main geological features in Horsens are the

buried valleys, an informative method of selecting data

points would involve describing the placement of such

features. Here, we adopt a strategy based on calculating the

elevation gradient between all points. Once calculated we

take out points that either have a high-gradient or as close

to zero as possible. The latter is done to also select points

that lie on the plateau. Because some channels are incised

deeper into the Paleogene clay, some areas may be over-

represented from just using the maximal gradient criteria

alone. We compensate this by subdividing the simulation

area into smaller sections and selecting three data points

within each. Two points with the maximum positive and

negative gradient and a final point closest to zero gradient.

This gives us a first-order approximation for selecting

important points based on the geological background

knowledge and a spatial constraint. The two maximum

gradient points are usually next to each other as seen in

Fig. 2b. This happens because the gradients are equal in

size but with opposite signs. For comparison, a random

selection strategy is also adopted (Fig. 2c).

We run the same setup as in the base case for all four

reduced data sets. The realizations from the 60 point data

sets are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In general, having fewer

data points introduces more variability in all solutions.

Indications of two buried valleys trending E–W are seen in

most realizations in the random subset of 60 data points

(Fig. 9). A faint hint of a third valley is also seen in the

upper right corner trending NE–SW. The most reasonable

results in terms of reproducing these features come from

the Gaussian method and the MPS with the large neigh-

borhood, with the latter ranking superior in geological

realism as expressed by the connectivity of the valleys.

Due to the low range coverage in the MPS with a small

neighborhood, the realizations look fragmented. Another

useful aspect of the MPS with a large neighborhood is the

increased standard deviation in areas where possible buried

valleys might occur (Fig. 9r). However, from the base case,

we know that there should be two buried valleys in the

lower parts of the simulation grid. The results in Fig. 9q

indicate the presence of only one valley and with a low

standard deviation (Fig. 9r). This type of certainty of a

wrong feature might occur because of small inconsistencies

between prior and data in the low entropy case of MPS,

differing from Gaussian simulation where the standard

deviation is only low close to data points. The standard

deviation of the MPS simulations with the small neigh-

borhoods (Fig. 9l) is also the lowest around data. In con-

trast to the Gaussian result, the standard deviation changes

more dramatically between low and high values closer to

data. The smoothness in the correlations in the Gaussian

solutions explains this behavior. The results from MPS are

closer to the results from the unconditional realizations

than the base case in terms of outliers (Fig. 6). The struc-

tures seen in the simulation and the number of outliers tend

toward the results from the unconditional simulation as the

data are reduced. This is another indication that perhaps the

prior and data is difficult to match during simulation with

fewer data. The large neighborhood performs considerably

better than the small neighborhood, which is also the sit-

uation for the extremely reduced data sets not shown here.

For the experiment with the gradient-based selection of

data points (Fig. 10), we see that the realizations from the

MPS with the small neighborhood are not very useful since

they are very fragmented and not very plausible from a

geological point of view. These realizations are also

extremely prone to produce outliers (Fig. 6). The mean

does not provide any clear indication of longer buried

valleys and the variance is low around the data points. The

MPS with longer correlations again excels in producing the

most geologically realistic features and the Gaussian sim-

ulation produces useful results with the caveat of small-

scale variability (Fig. 11). The mean value from the base

case generally fits within the uncertainties outlined by the

realizations in Fig. 11, thus indicating that the base case

could still be a realization of the reduced data set. The deep

parts of the buried valley (around Y = 40 in Fig. 11b) are
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Fig. 9 Realizations from different posterior distributions based on the

reduced data set of 60 points based on random selection (Fig. 2c).

Mean (E-type) and standard deviation (Std-type) of 50 realizations

shown in the right. Top row: Gaussian simulations. Second row:

simulations from MPS with small neighborhood. Third row: simu-

lations from MPS with large neighborhood. The cyan circles represent

outliers

Fig. 10 Realizations from different posterior distributions based on

the reduced data set of 60 points based on gradient selection

(Fig. 2b). Mean (E-type) and standard deviation (Std-type) of 50

realizations shown in the right. Top row: Gaussian simulations.

Second row: simulations from MPS with small neighborhood. Third

row: simulations from MPS with large neighborhood. The cyan

circles represent outliers
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however difficult to obtain for all methods, especially the

MPS simulation with a large neighborhood (blue).

Comparing the E-types in Fig. 10 to the random based

point selection in Fig. 9, we see that the buried valleys now

more clearly trends NE–SW and NW–SE as we know from

the base case to be the preferred orientation of the buried

valley in the data. The spatial distribution of the standard

deviation of the MPS solution with a large neighborhood is

also more in accordance with our expectations from the

base case. This indicates that choosing points in the sim-

ulation grid for interpretation does matter if time only

allows a reduced number of interpretations to be made. For

MPS, the number of outliers, in this case, are considerably

higher than for any other experiment (Fig. 6).

When reducing the number of data even further (12

points) the aforementioned trends continue and the

importance of having high information data becomes

amplified. For a random strategy, having only 12 points to

choose from, makes it completely plausible that all selected

points are plateau values. In such a case, no information of

buried valleys are present in the interpretation data and

must come from prior information alone.

Fig. 11 Profiles of five conditional realizations using the 60 points
based on gradient selection (Fig. 2b). a East-west profile at Y = 20.

b South-north profile at X = 21. The thick lines represent the mean

value of 50 realizations from the base case. The black dots represent

the data (large dot) and two times the standard deviation (small dots)

for each point respectively
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The number of outliers for MPS is still relatively large

for both reduced data sets with 12 points (Fig. 6). As

opposed to the reduced data set with 60 points, the gradi-

ent-based method does not provide more outliers than the

random selection for the MPS with a small neighborhood.

A possible explanation could be the emphasis on the

information from the prior when the number of data is

limited. For the large neighborhood, the average number of

outliers is considerably higher (0.4) than the unconditional

realizations (0.14). Once again, a reminder that the way we

simulate from the training image is prone to produce arti-

fact/outliers when combined with data even when allowing

for rotation and scaling of the values.

5 Inferring the optimal prior from the data

In the following, we test the possibility of inferring the

Gaussian prior (CM) from the interpretation data as

described in Sect. 3.2. Cd is already obtained using Eq. 1

in the initial phase of setting up the Gaussian problem with

the base case (Fig. 2g). We sweep through different ranges

(2000 to 4500 m) and sills (1000 to 10,000 m2) in CM and

calculate the corresponding likelihood from Eq. 6

(Fig. 12a). We scale the likelihood logðLÞ with the maxi-

mum likelihood found to normalize the results. A value of

1 hence represent the most likely configuration of sill and

range given the spherical model in the prior model. For the

case of using the Cd from the base case, we find an optimal

range r0 ¼ 3290 m and an optimal sill s0 ¼ 3000 m2. The

precision of these results will vary slightly depending on

the sweep step length. Both of these values are larger than

the inferred values using semivariogram modeling on the

TI in Fig. 3c. The most interesting aspect of Fig. 12a is that

the maximum is isolated with a steep gradient in the

likelihood away from the maximum. This provides some

assurance of robustness in inferring the properties of the

prior directly from the data without the need for a TI.

Finally, we also assess the sensitivity of the inferred

model to the number of data. We infer the range and sill of

the prior with the two reduced data sets from random

selection and their corresponding Cd. The results are dis-

played in Fig. 12b, c. As the number of data is reduced the

span of likely configurations of sill and range expand. With

only 12 data available (Fig. 12c) almost all ranges and sills

are possible. Despite this, the optimal value is surprisingly

stable across the three experiments. As a final remark, note

that in all three described scenarios, the optimal sill is

estimated below the variance of the data (compare the cyan

dot to the cyan line in Fig. 12) in accordance with the result

of Barnes (1991). This is probably because the combined

variance is the sum of structural variance and the variance

related to the uncertainty on the measurement points.

Overall, the findings in this section suggest that it is

possible to infer a suitable prior model if it is assumed

Gaussian. This is especially true when the number of data

is high as is the case with the interpretation points. Ideally,

one could make use of an anisotropic covariance. This

would require the estimation of two additional parameters,

namely angle and anisotropy length.

6 Discussion

The initial objective of the study was to suggest a complete

framework for integrating uncertain interpretation points

within MPS and Gaussian simulation and evaluate the steps

needed in each case. In the presented experiments, MPS

realizations showed greater connectivity of buried valleys

than the Gaussian simulations. MPS also showed more

informative uncertainty estimates and better handling of

the reduced data sets in accordance with the results of

Mariethoz (2018).

The current study suggests that if enough data points are

available, the choice of modeling strategy becomes sec-

ondary, which is also in accordance with the results of

Mariethoz (2018) for a moderately informed case. All

realizations of the base case are adequate representations of

the subsurface independent of the geostatistical simulation

technique. Using MPS with a large neighborhood might be

difficult to match with a large data set due to the high risk

of inconsistency between prior and data. Roughly speaking,

when the number of data increases, a smaller neighborhood

becomes more attractive. The main issue is to establish the

best way to represent the prior information so that it fulfills

two criteria: (1) that it should be a fair representation that

covers longer correlation ranges in the training image and

(2) that the two types of information are consistent in case

of large data amounts. We encourage that this continues to

be an active source of research for years to come. Some

remediation is already suggested in the literature by post-

processing realizations to clear up inconsistencies and

artifacts in the simulation (e.g. Meerschman et al. 2013).

Up until this point in the discussion, it may seem that the

Gaussian approach is only as good as or in most cases a

worse option than MPS modeling depending on the amount

of data available. Is it conceivable that a Gaussian solution

could be preferential to MPS? In the current base case

setup, generating a conditional MPS simulation takes

approximately 3 s on a normal laptop. In comparison, a

realization of the Cholesky decomposition approach takes a

few milliseconds. This speed gain would however drasti-

cally reduce for a larger system if SGS is needed instead of

Cholesky decomposition. The size of the simulation

neighborhood would play a significant role in both the

accuracy and efficiency of both MPS and SGS (Hansen and
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Mosegaard 2008). For example, Journel and Zhang (2006)

provided a case where MPS produced similar results as

SGS at advantageous speed. However, we argue that in

most cases SGS would still be faster than MPS as com-

putation times depends highly on the size of the TI in MPS.

As stated in the introduction, one major disadvantage

(and strength) of MPS is the need for prior information to

be quantified through a TI. Finding a suitable candidate TI

is non-trivial. This could be based on existing nearby data

(as in our case and Kessler et al. (2013)), a more conceptual

idea from expert knowledge (e.g. Zunino et al. 2015) or

something perhaps originating from a bank of training

images (e.g. Pyrcz et al. 2008). There is no clear-cut

strategy in choosing such a TI as it involves subjective

decisions. However, if multiple candidate TIs are available,

recent work focused on objective selection strategies has

shown promising results (Park et al. 2013; Hermans et al.

2015; Juda et al. 2020).

Conditional simulation showing signs of inconsistency

between prior and data is perhaps the strongest indication

of how well the TI is suited. In the study, we see some

indication that a large neighborhood and hence longer

correlations in the MPS prior leads to more inconsistencies

when the amount of data is increased. This suggest that the

low-entropy MPS model may be ‘too informative’ and in

practice inconsistent with actual observations. One way to

remedy this is to use much larger training images that

capture more variability. But, as discussed, it is most often

not feasible to obtain such a large and representative TI.

The main strength of using MPS with TIs, the low-en-

tropy properties allowing simulation of complex spatial

structures, is then also a potential drawback, leading to

Fig. 12 Inference of range and sill in a Gaussian covariance model directly from data. a Using Cd from the base case, b using the randomly

reduced data set of 60 data, and c using the randomly reduced data set of 12 data
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inconsistencies when combined with other data as consid-

ered here. For Gaussian models, the case is just the

opposite. The Gaussian models may not be able to repre-

sent as realistic spatial structures due to its high-entropy

nature but rarely leads to inconsistencies when combined

with other information.

In addition, while it is non-trivial to establish a repre-

sentative TI of a useful size, our results indicate that at least

for the proposed setup it is possible to reasonably infer the

properties of the Gaussian prior model directly from the

data. This is a great advantage of using Gaussian simula-

tion as a priori expert information to some extent become

superfluous. An implication of this is the possibility to

automate the prior generation. Cognitive geological models

consist of multiple (typically between 10–15) layer

boundaries. Consider that all interfaces in the cognitive

structural model needed simulation. In MPS this would

require coming up with a suitable TI and parameterization

for each interface. Even with the use of cross-validation,

this is a daunting task. Currently, the best option would

probably be to use an objective selection strategy to an

ensemble of possible TIs each representing interpreted

interfaces from nearby geology. Using the strategy of

inferring the optimal Gaussian prior from the data on the

contrary could be set up to automatically process inter-

pretation points from each interface in a relatively efficient

manner and because cognitive models typically consist of

many interpretation points for each layer, the high-entropy

Gaussian model might suffice.

In principle, a variety of different parameters could be

included as free parameters in determining the best possi-

ble prior and data distribution, such as the range of the data,

the standard deviation of the data, the semivariogram type,

etc. A likely consequence is additional computation time

from expanding the number of values to sweep. To remedy

this, an extended Metropolis-Hastings algorithm could

instead be used to infer the free parameters (Mosegaard and

Tarantola 1995). Because the absolute likelihood in Eq. 6

depends on the number of model parameters (N), we nor-

malized the likelihood for comparability between three

cases presented in Sect. 5. In general, we suggest normal-

izing the results for easier comparisons between covariance

types even if the number of model parameters stays fixed.

As stressed earlier, even with the Gaussian method having

some advantages over MPS, a relatively large amount of

data is still needed for these advantages to be present.

It is important to bear in mind that this is just one sce-

nario with uncertain interpretation points in a continuous

field, in which the responses from Gaussian simulation and

MPS are tested. It is also perfectly reasonable to believe

that a better training image more suitable for the simulation

problem could potentially be found. Although, we argue

that given the proportions of the proposed TI to the

simulation area and that the TI describes the exact geology

we interested in, makes the job of finding a better-suited TI

difficult. At the very least not a real-world TI.

Finally, the improved results from using a gradient-

based selection method suggest that not only is the number

of data points available, but also the information content,

important for selecting the optimal simulation strategy. The

gradient-based selection also showed that inconsistencies

might be enhanced even though the final solutions are

ultimately closer to what we intend to see from a geolog-

ical point of view. We, therefore, encourage future work on

how geologists pick points that maximize the information

level in the system. An interpretation strategy that maxi-

mizes information content while maintaining consistency

with prior information would lead to a more efficient

interpretation process as fewer data would be necessary.

Furthermore, it might help to bridge the gap between

geologists and geostatisticians as consideration regarding

the final geostatistical model becomes part of the inter-

pretation routine. We suspect that the lowered number of

data points would likely be mostly of benefit for the low-

entropy MPS simulations as was the case in our results.

7 Conclusion

The present research aimed to examine the effect of

choosing different simulation strategies for a case with

uncertain data points from a cognitive geological model.

Specifically, we investigated Gaussian simulation vs. MPS

simulation. Our results suggest that MPS simulation with

many conditional data and a large neighborhood might not

be reasonable due to consistency problems, whereas a

higher entropy solution such as Gaussian or MPS with a

small neighborhood is favorable. With fewer data points

available, MPS simulation rank superior as long the

training image provides enough variability such that the

uncertainties are not underestimated. The opportunity of

inferring a Gaussian prior directly from the data exists in

the Gaussian setup. The Gaussian methods do not produce

outliers as defined in the current study. Based on these

features, we tend to favor Gaussian simulations for the

present case, as setting up a semi-automatic procedure for

all interfaces is less time-consuming than for MPS. Results

would be adequate due to the high number of data available

from cognitive modeling. Further research might explore

how to make cognitive geological modeling more efficient

based on the information content of interpretation points.

This can assist in developing interpretation-targeted geo-

statistical simulation tools that guide the interpreter

towards regions that need information.

In conclusion, this study suggests that using a specific

simulation strategy for all geostatistical problems might be
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at best redundant and at worst inferior to other methods.

One should make use of the geostatistical method provid-

ing an information level consistent with the data. The

number of data and its corresponding information content

plays a pivotal role in determining this level.
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